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Prelude
I’ve been going down to Baja since 1987. At first just down to the palm
canyons on the east side of the Sierra Juarez with a group from the Palm
Springs Desert Museum. Later, with two other families, we went down to
Bahia de los Angeles. It’s been a love affair ever since.
In 2011 I went down with a buddy from the local Land Cruiser club. This
was Mike’s first trip down and I almost had to drag his hide home he enjoyed
it so much. Last year I didn’t go, so this trip has been two years in the
making. Mike, again, really wanted to go, and we were joined by another
buddy from the club. This was David’s first venture to Baja.
When traveling in Baja you need to be flexible. Schedules and itineraries
are worthless. Things happened. As I say, “it’s all part of the adventure.”
This year, Mike’s mom passed away the week before the trip and it looked
like it might not happen for him. Fortunately, he was able to compromise
and make half the trip.
Then, 30 miles from Flagstaff I broke the timing chain in the 4Runner. Long
story short, thanks to the folks at IH8MUD.com we were able to locate,
quickly, a mechanic that could work on the truck. So it was towed to the
shop in a raging snow storm. I had already field dressed the engine to make
the diagnosis, and the plan was to acquire the parts, have it fixed that night,
and have it ready to depart in the morning. Well, that was a great plan until
we did a leak-down test and found out I bent the #4 intake valve. Sucks to
be me at that point.
Decisions were made, my gear was loaded into Mike and David’s FZJ80 Land
Cruisers, and the 4Runner was abandoned in the hands of Dave Anderson
for two weeks.
The adventure must go on.

Day One
We depart Flagstaff in the morning for Baja, crossing at Algodones around
2:00pm local time. We knew there was a race in San Felipe, and had
originally hoped to catch some of the action. We arrived in SF just in time for
the awards. The entire southbound lane of Mex 5 was closed and all traffic
was routed onto the northbound side. One lane north, one lane south. Took
us forever to get through town and after fuel we were out just as the sun set.
We camped in Matomi wash about 30 miles south of town.
Day Two
We drive down Mex 5 for Gonzaga Bay. The road is now paved until just
about 6 miles north of the Bay. Bummer. I have mixed feeling about the
paving. There is an old saying that “bad roads bring good people.” That road
was miserable and Gonzaga Bay was usually a two day trip. Now, it only takes
a few hours, which worked out great for this trip as we needed to be in San
Ignacio by the end of the day. The road is still dirt from Gonazga Bay to
Chapala on Mex 1.
Ceiling at Coco’s Corner

Before heading to Mex 1 we make at stop at Coco’s corner. Unfortunately he
is not in. As we turn onto Mex 1 at Chapala we are joined by Luis in a diesel
converted FZJ80. Long story short, the truck came out of the US, the engine
was sourced in Canada, and installed in California. He was taking it back
down to Mexico where he was working. He joined us.
We drive, only stopping for fuel, and arrive in San Ignacio around 5:00pm
local time. I realize that the eco-tour office is probably not going to be open
after 5:00 on a Sunday, but we drive to the plaza just in case. The office is
open, and I jump out while David and the others park. I tell the guy that
three of us would like to go whale watching the next day. He asks if I have a
reservation. My heart sinks. No, we don’t. He calls a boat and I hear the word
“total.” My heart sinks again. He calls a second boat, the conversation is
much longer, and we are in. I’m ecstatic! He then tells us to meet at the office
at 8:00 the next morning.
After getting our reservations we walk around the plaza the bit, use the banos
(5 pesos) and decide to have dinner. There was a restaurant on the west side
of the plaza that looked good. All four of us order tacos de pescado y Pacifico.
This was the first time down there I had them served with the traditional

cabbage instead of lettuce. Plus, the fish was grilled instead of fried.
Exceptional!
Our original plan was to camp at the Kuyima eco-tour facility on the bay,
another hour, at least, away. We discuss options and decide to camp in an RV
park we passed on the way in. The RV park was located in a date palm grove
right on the lagoon. It turned out to be a near perfect place to camp. I say
“near” because it would not be up to US standards and some folks would have
issues with the, um, facilities, but hey, it’s Baja. The place was clean and
quiet. Cost was 70 pesos, about six bucks.

Day Three
We meet at the plaza at 8:00am and drive out to the bay. There we are
greeted and orientated for the day. Boat ride would be 15 minutes. Whale
watching would be about an hour and a half. Then another 15 minutes back.
Don’t touch the eyes, blow hole, or the fins. Cost, $45US. Do we want lunch
when we come back? Chicken, fish, shrimp? Sí, pescado por favor.
There are 8 of us in the boat, in two groups. At first we saw whales, but they
were not “friendly.” That did change and before we know it they are up to the
boat. And I mean within touching distance. This was my second time down
here, and it was just as cool the second time around. It was worth the long
two days and miles.
We decide to camp at the eco-tour facility. Cost, $12US per site. The three of
us cram into one site. I pitch my tent, while David and Mike sleep in their
trucks. Good thing. The wind howled most of the night, moving a bit of sand
into my tent. “Facilities” are clean, but primitive. They also had “showers.”
When I was there in 2005 showers consisted of a solar shower hot water bag
that you hung in a stall. This time they had a solar hot water tank, but no
running water, like before. You filled up a bucket with hot water (mixed with
cold, it was screaming hot), and took a sponge bath. Primitive, but it worked.
As I said, it’s Baja. As is typical for remote places in Baja they are on solar
power, both wind and photovoltaic.

Friendly gray whale at San Ignacio

Camp at Kuyima eco-tour camp

Day Four
On the way out to the Sea of Cortez we stop on the San Ignacio plaza to visit the mission. This is an old
stone mission that still appears to be in use. We check out the inside, then outside. David climbed up a
staircase on the outside that would give OSHA a heart attack. Narrow, high, and no railing. The good
old days. We also walk around the gardens where David and Mike both ask about the sweet smell.
Citrus. There is also an old grape vine with interesting training. After the mission we hit a taco stand
for fish tacos. Gawd those things are good.
Just outside of El Arco I had heard of a cave painting site. With my directions we drive to the trail head.
You could see the cave and art from the parking spot. We hiked up and it blew all of us away.
Spectacular. What I thought was interesting is they had figures with boobs. I had not seen that before.
From there we headed for camp at Bahia San Rafael. When we pulled up to the beach there were two
guys on motorcycles. Eric and Ken were agreeable to sharing the beach, so we made camp at the
opposite end. The evening was perfect, calm, and not too chilly. David and I practiced our casting, but
didn’t catch anything. Eric did catch a halibut.

Day Five
The next morning Eric was back at the beach fishing and was stung by a stingray.
The barb didn’t jab him, instead slicing his toes. He was cut open and bleeding.
We helped with chemicals (alcohol, not the topical kind) and first aid.
This was a kick back day. Eric told us about Pancho who lived at the end of the
bay. He said to go over and say hi for him. We were to tell him that Enrique with
the “crazy eye” was with us, and he had been stung by a stingray. So we hiked
down to the end of the bay where we found Pancho sitting in the shade. We
attempted to explain that Enrique with the “crazy eye” was with us, and about
the stingray. This turned into a comical display of charades.

Our camp at San Rafael

Pancho is an interesting character, and finally we communicate the stingray
part, at which point he pulls out a barb for us to look at. “Discussion” continues
and he invites us into his casa where he sets up a table, pulls out a cup with dice,
and the charades continue. It turns out that he was giving us directions to some
sort of dice game using Corona Beer dice. I roll first, and he sets aside two dice.
No idea why. I roll three times. This it’s his turn, then Mike’s, then David’s. By
the time we get to Mike we figure out that is he pulling out the dice with the
Corona logo, and he keeps calling me “champion.” After David rolls his third
time, Pancho hands me the stingray barb and proclaims me “champion.” Now
we get it.
Mike took Pancho some treats, and Pancho reciprocated with jerky, which was
very good. His dog followed us all the way back to camp. Eric was doing better.
Back at camp we are harassed by a horse fly. I really don’t like those biting
bloodsuckers so I go on the hunt. Very quick and elusive they are, but I’m a
capable hunter. Don’t ask me how, but I took a swing at the fly with my hat, and
somehow it ended up in the crown of the hat. I quickly tossed the hat on the
ground trapping my pray, then noticed it was trying to crawl out, so I buried the
brim all the way around with sand … then stood there wondering what the hell I
should do next.
Discussions with Mike and David, and I decided to pass judgment Gladiator
style. Thumbs up or thumbs down. Eric came over about that time and the
unanimous consensus was thumbs down. Nobody else likes those giant
bloodsucking flies either. After dispatch it was given a proper burial.

Coyota Tracks at San Rafael

Gull Tracks at San Rafael

Day Six
We leave for Bahia de los Angeles. On the way I make a detour toward Bahia
las Animas. We spend some time at the bay, then continue on, arriving in LA
Bay about lunch time. David had a flat tire that needed repair, so he went
over to the llantera while Mike and I went to the Internet Cafe across the
street. Of course, they were down, so we hung out as David had his tire fixed.
After getting the tire fixed we went over to the Museum. Two years ago
Carolina was not there, but she was this time. Throughout the entire trip
Mike and David kept asking me questions I didn’t know the answer to, and I
kept saying we will ask Carolina when we get to the museo. Next time, we
will write them down.
We then check into Villa Bahia and had a nice chat with Roger, and meet his
menagerie of old dogs. We are the only people there, so Roger tells us we can
have the pick of rooms. I had already reserved one of the lesser rooms, but he
insisted we upgrade.
For dinner we head into town and eat at a new place (to me) called
Alejandrina’s at the recommendation of Roger. We looked over the menu
and started to chuckle at the translation of “Burros con pollo” into “donkeys
with chicken,” “aguas frescas” into “fresh water,” and “Negra Modelo” into
“Model black beer.” Roger recommended the chile rellenos so I went with
that. Very good and lots of food.

My dinner at Alejandrinia’s.
The trash cans on the way to the hotel.

Day Seven
Mike departs for home, his time is done. David and I hang out at the Hotel.
They have kayaks available for customers to use, so David suggested we go for
a paddle. We put on the PFDs, drag the boats to the water, and head off for La
Gringa. The water was dead calm, which was fine with me. I had never
paddled before and didn’t feel stable in those skinny boats. It took over an
hour of paddling to get to the beach on the other side of the bay. We hung
out a bit, then came back, David hugging the coast, me a bit further out. The
shallow water was clear and you could see all kinds of stuff down there.
Starfish, urchins, bass, stingrays, etc. Along the shore were typical shore birds
… gulls, oyster catchers, herons.
After packing up David and I went to Mission San Borja. We were greeted by
a women who apparently has government ties. Once upon a time the family
at the mission site would do the tours. Not sure what’s going on, but the
family is out of the mission business. They will take you to the garden, which
we did. As in past years Jerardo, or Henry, gave us a tour. We went down to
the old vineyard and looked at the old vines, and the new vineyard Henry
was planting. We also saw the HUGE mango tree and the hot springs.
From the mission David and I headed to the Montevido rock art site. This
would be camp that night.

Kayaking on the sea of Cortez.

Spiral staircase at Mission SanBorja

Inside Mission San Borja

Day Eight
As I was breaking camp I had a visitor under my food box. The infamous
giant hairy scorpion. Damn those things are huge. We take some pics and it
wanders off into the bushes. We break camp and David and I head out for
Ensenada Alcatraz. This is a favorite beach I’ve camped at several time, but
which has one major flaw. If the wind blows, this beach sucks. We arrive and
it’s breezy, but not crazy wind. We make camp and David takes his chair out
to the edge of the water, only to come back because the sand fleas were
eating his ankles.
By late afternoon the breeze changed and David experience what I was
talking about. The beach was moving. It blew so hard we couldn’t make
dinner, or pitch my tent. David suggested we move the kitchen and stove a
few hundred yards down to the end by the rocks where it was less sandy, and
a bit more protected. We were able to make dinner, minus the sand, and I
was able to get my tent up … after putting huge rocks on the tent corners to
keep it down.
Giant Desert Hairy Scorpion
This was the worse night of the trip. David attempted to sleep in his truck,
but the wind kept knocking him around. I had sand raining down through
the netting on my tent all night.

Rock art at Montevido

Day Nine
By morning it was calmer so I got up early and head out with the camera. For
years I’ve been trying to catch the feeling of this bay. This year I came close,
but still not quite what I want, so I’ll just have to come back. By mid morning
the wind was starting to pick up and it was clear we needed to move. So, we
packed up, mostly just tossing stuff in the truck and on the rack to get us the
heck out of there. We will deal with the details later at the next camp.
We head north to Candelero which unlike Alcatraz is a gravel and rock
beach. No sandy beach, so it wasn’t as nice. When we get there it looked like
somebody had tried to make it home. There were several “structures” built
out of ocotillo trunks and old bed sheets. We also found a buried refrigerator
and a buried 50 gallon barrel. Why? Because we had just camped on a narco
beach used for drop-offs. That evening we had a visit from the Mexican Navy
wanting to know what we were doing there. It actually made me comfortable
knowing the beach was being watched.
Sunrise at Ensenada Alcatraz

Our camp at Candelero

Day Ten
Time for Mission Santa Maria. As David and I were packing up a guy in a sea
kayak cruises by coming from the north. He too had a visit from the Navy. He
was paddling all the way to La Paz on a 54 day journey. Amazing how we use
Baja for our adventures. David and I still want to know how he was getting
the kayak back home to San Diego.
We make a quick detour to LA Bay for fuel, then it’s off to Catavina and the
mission. The road to the mission continues to deteriorate. It’s very eroded in
places and rocky. It’s only 14 miles to the mission, but that 14 miles takes
about two and a half hours. Before arriving at the mission there is an oasis
that has become a swamp and difficult to cross. In 2011 Mike and I did get
through it. David waded most of it, and decided that crossing it by ourselves,
without a winch or backup vehicle, was not a good idea. So we camped there.
That afternoon we went for a hike to the mission site, then I took David
further down the canyon, over a ridge, and into a palm canyon. I had been
there a few years before and was looking for a particular pool. It took some
déjà vu navigation to get there, but I did find it. It was too inviting, and
David dove in. I waded in, but it felt a bit chilly for me.
We then hiked back to the truck for dinner.

Lunch on the pass into Santa Maria Canyon
David going for a swim

Day Eleven
We decided to spend another night at Santa Maria instead of moving on to
the next spot. The canyon was too nice and the road out was difficult. After
breakfast we go for another hike, only further down canyon from the mission.
In three miles or so we get to a large pool surrounded by cliffs. Jumping in was
temping, but getting out would be problematic. David goes for it with his
shoes on just in case, jumping in from the second highest ledge, then the
highest. Fortunately, he was able to climb up the waterfall, which made
additional jumps easy. I just watched and took video so I could explain his
corpse to the Mexican authorities.
On the hike back we detoured to the pool from the day before. By then it was
warm, and even I couldn’t resist jumping in. I wish I did the day before. It
wasn’t that bad once in the water.

Bakepacker blueberry muffins, the guys insisted on it every night

Day Twelve
Now to get the truck back out of the canyon. Right away there are three
difficult climbs out. The first is the worst. David starts up, rear axle locked,
and spins out in front. He then locks the front axle, and pulls out. The next
two climbs are steep and rocky, but David gets up them without using the
lockers. Back at Catavina we air up the tires and head south on Mex 1, to
Chapala, then Gonzaga Bay. At Gonzaga we stop at Alfonsina’s for lunch. Of
course we just, must, have tacos de pescado y Pacifico. Last chance.
From there our goal is the blue palms in Berrundo Canyon. We drive towards
San Felipe, and turn up Matomi wash. We get about 14 miles up the wash
and the narrows is blown out. One giant bolder field. We attempt to get over
some of the obstacles, manage the first, but come to one that would require a
whole lot of gardening to get over. I suggest we camp since we wouldn’t make
Berrundo until late with no time to enjoy it. We can save it for another day.

Day Thirteen
We drove out to the highway in the morning arriving in Algodones around
1:00, and crossing after an hour in line. From there, Flagstaff to rescue my
4Runner and spend the night. The next day, home.

Links
Bahia de los Angeles: http://www.bahiadelosangeles.info/
Kuyima Eco-Tours: http://www.kuyima.com/eindex.html
Villa Bahia: http://www.villabahia.com/

